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TOPIC 1:

INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING

1.1 Definitions of Marketing
Many people feel of marketing only as selling and advertising. And no wonder-every
day we are surrounded by television commercials, newspaper advertisements, direct
mail and sales calls by telephone, fax and email.
Definition: Marketing is a social and managerial process by which individuals and
groups obtain what they need and want through creating and
exchanging products and value with others.
Definition: Marketing is an organisational function and a set of processes for
creating, communicating, and delivering value to customers and for
managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the organisation
and its stakeholders.
-Needs: states of felt deprivation.
Example: Physical (food, safety, clothing, shelter); Social (belonging and affection);
Individual (knowledge and self-expression)
-Wants: the form taken by human needs as they are shaped by culture and individual
personality.
Example: A hungry person in Australia might want a hamburger, chips and a cola
but a hungry person in Japan may want something completely different.
-Demands: Human wants that are baked by buying power.
Example: A person who wants their social and physical needs to be met may want a
mobile phone with video and picture messaging.

Figure1.1 Core marketing concepts
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1.2 Customer satisfaction, Product and Transactions
Definition: customer satisfaction:The extent to which a product's perceived
performance matches a buyer's expectations. If the product's
performance falls short of expectations the buyer is dissatisfied. If
performance matches or exceeds expectations the buyer is satisfied or
delighted.
Customer satisfaction is closely linked to quality.
Definition: Total quality management (TQM) : A recognised system (set in place by
the management of a firm) that empowers employees to accept or reject
their own output to agreed standards, based on the premise that each
work group is a customer of the preceding group, and that continual
advancement should be made towards zero defects. Under such a system,
statistical process controls allow observation of deviation from agreed
standards, and immediate rectification of the process or the product.
Definition: Product: Anything that can be offered to a market for attention,
acquisition, use or consumption that might satisfy a want or need. It
includes physical objects, services, persons, places, organisations and
ideas.
Exchange and Transactions
Exchange is the underlying theory of marketing, and explains why we need to work
in order to get the things we want.
Exchange: The act of obtaining a preferred object from someone by offering
something in return.
Example: A hungry person might offer money for food.
Transaction : A trade between two parties that involves at least two things of value,
agreed-upon conditions, a time of agreement and place of agreement.
Example: If you buy a computer from Harvey Norman for $1000, you are entering
into a transaction. If you buy a car for $10000 from a car dealer on credit,
this is a transaction.
The difference between a transaction and an exchange is that a transaction
involves a unit of value. An exchange may not necessarily do so.
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1.3 Markets
-A market is the set of all actual and potential buyers of a product. They share a
particular need or want that can be fulfilled through exchange.
-Modern economies have many markets.
-Markets interconnect with each other through the exchange process. This can occur
on a local, national or global scale.
-The following figure explains this process.

Figure 1.2 A simple marketing system

Figure 1.3 Main actors and forces in a modern marketing system

The marketing mix
Marketing management involves the commencement and development of the 4Ps of
marketing.
-product (idea, good or service)
-pricing
-placement (distribution)
-promotion
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Managing demand: a key challenge for the marketing manager
Marketers are challenged by different types of demand situation affected by
environmental events, consumer tendency and perceptions, fashion, business cycles
and seasonality. An industry that witnesses many of these different conditions is the
travel industry in which airlines, hotels and resort destinations face up to these
challenges often over a short term. Marketers must identify these demand
conditions and the specific marketing challenges that are to be addressed.

Marketing Management
-The analysis, planning, implementation and control of programs designed to create,
build and maintain beneficial exchanges with target buyers for the purpose of
achieving organisational goal.
-By successfully managing demand, an organisation can make sure that it keeps all its
customers satisfied and provides them with value as well as meeting their needs
and wants. This helps construct profitable customer relationships.
-Demarketing reduces demand temporarily or permanently.

Figure 1.4 The selling and marketing concepts contrasted
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TOPIC 2: MARKETING PLANS
2.1 Marketing Management and Planning
-The analysis, planning, implementation and control of programs designed to create,
build and maintain beneficial exchanges with target buyers for the purpose of
achieving organisational goal.
-By successfully managing demand, an organization can make sure that it keeps all its
customers satisfied and provides them with value as well as meeting their needs
and wants. This helps build profitable customer relationships.

Figure 2.1 The relationship between analysis, planning, implementation and control
-The marketing organisation of a large office is accountable for designing a corporate
strategic plan to conduct the whole enterprise into a profitable future.
-It makes decisions on how much resource support to assign to each division, as well
as which businesses to continue or abolish.
-Each division of a corporation will usually develop and design its own divisional plan,
and also have plans for its strategic business units.

♠♠♠♠
To order the complete version of the Businesskool Introductory
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